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Abstract

We have printed clear annular patterns by mass separated ion using rotating electric fields. We have been developing the new type mass analyzer using 
two rotating electric fields (REFs). The REF-MS are capable of simultaneous mass separation with limited elements. In our previous studies, the origins 
of the ions and the annular ring patterns were identified by theoretical calculations and time of flight type secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) 
imaging. In this paper, we have printed clear annular patterns on the Si wafer within short time and discuss the origin of finger prints.
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Introduction

We have been developing the new type mass analyzer using two 
rotating electric fields (REFs). The origin of REF type mass analyzer 
can be traced back to a simple TOF principle within a single REF 
geometry [1, 2]. Table 1 indicates the comparison with conventional 
mass analyzers and REF-MS. The REF-MS is highly developed to 
separate different ions continuously in a two-dimensional plane. In 
principle, dimension of detection on sector-MS, TOF-MS and Q-MS 
are almost restricted to spots. The sector-MS and the REF-MS are 
capable of simultaneous detection with limited elements. Each REF 
consists of eight small electrodes and AC voltage with a phase contrast 
of 45 degrees is applied to the each electrode. This REF-MS locates 
double REFs aligned on the same axis. Then, we optimized the phase 
contrast between the upstream REF and downstream REF to make 
the phases opposite for the selected ion. First, ions travel into the 
upstream REF. The flight time of the selected ion is controlled to be 
just one cycle of the REF. Between the two REFs, ions travel mirror 
trajectories on their mass. The selected ion draws a cycloid trajectory. 
The downstream REF is drawn opposite phase with the upstream REF. 
In the downstream REF, typical ions are converged to center axis and 
other ions travel different trajectory [3, 4]. The relationship with the 
mass electric charge ratio of the selected ion and the frequency of REFs 
can be described by following equation (1), where f is the frequency 
of the REF, L is the length of the REF, Vacc is the accelerating voltage of 
the selected ion, m/Z is the mass weight of the single charged ion for 
measurement, and e is the quantum of electricity [5].
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Experiments

Our original instruments are precisely described in our previous 
papers [3–5]. In this study, we selected AuGe alloy as a FIB source. It is  

reported that many kinds of Au, Ge isotopes or compounds are emitted 
from AuGe alloy liquid metal ion source [6, 7]. The accelerating 
voltage of the AuGe-FIB was 10 kV. The alternative potential of 
each sinusoidal wave was ±210 V maximum (peak to peak). First, we 
optimized the phase contrast between each channel and optimized the 
alternative potential for the specific mass from AuGe alloy. Then, we 
set the movable aperture unit and kept the ion-beam current to about 
5.2 nA. Second, we obtained the annular patterns of AuGe alloy by 
sweeping the frequencies of REFs. In our previous studies, the origins 
of the ions and the annular ring patterns were identified by theoretical 
calculations (SIMIONTM). The certainty of these results was confirmed 
by time of flight type secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) 
imaging of printed AuGe annular ring patterns on Si wafer [8]. In this 
paper, we have printed clear annular patterns on the Si wafer within 
short time and discuss the origin of finger prints.

Table1. Comparison with conventional mass analyzers and REF-MS.

Sector-MS TOF-MS Q-MS REF-MS

Ion beam Continuous Pulse Continuous Continuous

Dimension of 
Detection Spot (line) Spot Spot 2D plane

Simultaneous
Detection
(Dependence)

Multi elements 
(Magnetic field)

One 
elements 
(Time)

One 
elements 
(Frequency)

Multi elements 
(Rotating 
electric field)

Results & Discussion
Using the equation (1), we calculated the proper frequencies

when 197Au2
+, 197Au+ and 197Au2+ ions are converged to the center.

Figure 1 indicates the projection patterns of AuGe alloy obtained by
using REF-MS on the fluorescent screen. On fig.1-(A), 197Au2

+ mass
was converged to the center and other masses formed concentric
annular rings with different diameters from the center. There are also
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the annular rings outside of center, however the origins of annular 
rings cannot be identified. On the other hand of fig.1-(B), 197Au+ ion 
was converged to the center and 197Au2+ ion was disappeared from the 
screen. There are non-annular patterns were also confirmed near the 
edge of the screen. It is thought that the ions were reflected within the 
wall of electrode and formed fringed patterns. Because, the fringed 
patterns draw the opposite movement from the annular patterns when 
the optical axis is shifted. On fig.1-(C), 197Au2+ ion was converged to 
the center and 197Au+ ion have moved from the center to the outside. 
There are also Ge isotopes ions forming annular rings in concentric 
order around 197Au2+ ion.

We converted target from the fluorescent screen to the Si wafer 
and printed clear annular patterns on the wafer. Figure 2 indicates 
the results of the prints of annular rings patterns. Samples were 

prepared by irradiating AuGe-FIB mass-separating by REFs at an 
acceleration voltage of 12.9 kV for 3 hours. At each frequency, we 
succeeded in printing the clear annular patterns. In fig.2-(A), we can 
see two central points. It is thought that the axis of the beam shifted 
during the irradiation of AuGe-FIB. In fig.2-(B), the fringed patterns 
of ions could not be printed. From these results, it is considered that 
the patterns printed to the Si wafer were formed by ions colliding 
directly to the Si wafer. All of the clear printed Si wafers were 
elementally analyzed by TOF-SIMS and the surface was measured by 
surface roughness meter. The results indicate AuGe-FIB has left no 
fingerprints on Si wafers. It can be concluded that the clear patterns 
can be originated to amorphous phase generated within the first 3 
hours. Ion implantations were majorly processed, after the amorphous 
phase has formed completely.

Figure 1. Annular patterns of AuGe alloy by mass separation of REF-MS on the fluorescent screen (A) f = 479 kHz, (B) f = 680 kHz (c) f = 956 kHz (Each frequency was assigned by  
equation(1))

Figure 2. The results of the prints of annular ring patterns on Si wafers (A) f = 479 kHz, (B) f = 678 kHz, (C) f =956 kHz.
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